
This  is  how  we  began  the  winter  season  on  19

December. Fortunately, dear guests, neither the lack of

snow nor the weak euro kept you away.  We would like

to take this opportunity to thank you very much.

Finally,  in  mid-January,  the  much-anticipated  snow

arrived.

As  you  can  see  from  the  statistics,  the  rather  varied

winter in the hotel ended up being satisfactory after all,

thanks to you.  The pizzeria  tells a different story.  Here

the  euro  exchange  rate  became  very  noticeable,

especially in March.  There is nothing we can do about

that – and we are still doing fine.
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Anniversary

We are pleased to introduce you to 4 people who are celebrating an anniversary. We celebrated these anniversaries with our

staff at the Sporthotel Pontresina and presented our hamper to them and the loyalty bonuses of 600 and CHF 2000.

Irene  Rauch  is  a  local

who celebrated her  5-year

anniversary.  She  works  in

the dining hall on an hourly

basis  and  also  helps  the

crew  when it's particularly

busy.  Everybody  knows

(and hears) our Irene.

Egidio Nazzari,  the chef

in  the  hotel  kitchen,  also

celebrated  his  5-year

anniversary.  He  is  a  very

nice chap with particularly

good manners.

Our  service  staff  member

Viktorija  Grujic  from

Serbia  is  already

celebrating her third major

anniversary (5,  10  and 15

years).  She  works  in  the

dining hall.  Colleagues and

guests alike appreciate her

calm and balanced nature.

Giuseppe  Anelo,  our

handyman, also celebrated

his  15-year  anniversary.

Giuseppe, a bricklayer by

trade,  has  been  with  us

since 1999. He has become

our  all-round handyman  –

and hardly anyone is better

at  laying  tiles  than  he  is.

The Swiss way

Reception

After the hotel closed Lisa worked in the office on Monday morning not suspecting

anything. Suddenly our four handymen were in the room starting to dismantle things

all around her. In response to her bewildered look Bertram explained to her that the

reception is being renovated (which  Corina had been hoping for for a long time).

When  Lisa asked him how long he had known about it,  Bertram said: "since this

morning". Dear guests: We're excited to see what our new reception will look like.

Hall

Our hall, which you all like to spend

time in, will also be given a facelift.

We  are  recovering  our  armchairs

and  benches,  reconditioning  the

armrests and laying a new carpet.

Teddy bears in the 

rooms

Dear guests, the teddy bears in the

rooms  are  for  decoration.  They

weren't  left  behind  by  small

children  or  forgetful  senior

citizens.  You may purchase them

at reception at cost.

At the end of the summer season

we will send all the teddy bears to

the  relief  organisation  "ethos

open-hands"  in  Romania.  The

more  bears  there  are,  the  more

children will get one.






